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DRIVERS WANTED!!! EARN YOUR WORTH!!!

Call
1-855-435-8782
or go to:
IDKTrucking.com
IDK Trucking is seeking quality full-time Class A CDL truck drivers for all over the US. Drivers will be
responsible for driving Tanker or Refrigerated or Flat bed loads over the road. If you are interested in
joining a team-oriented business that recognizes the value of its employees, we would like to hear
from you.
Immediate Positions Available!!!
Business Unit: Over the Road Running
Type: Regional (multiple positions available)
License Type: Class A CDL, Hazmat (for Tanker)
Home Time: Generous Home Time
Experience Level: 2 years
Operating area: Mid-west
IDK Trucking is in the top 5 for Drivers Pay!
 Paid over $96,000 per year for our top performing drivers.
 Earn an average of $1,800 weekly for new drivers
 You will also qualify for medical, dental, vision and company paid life insurance on top of vacation,
sick and bereavement time1
 Job Type: Full-time
 Salary: $86,000.00 /year

Call 1-855-435-8782 or www.IDKTrucking.com
Send resume to email listed on Contact us page or Request an application to be sent to
you via the contact us page. Email resume or past employment history with both a daytime and evening callback number. Company based in St. Louis, MO.

FROM THE EDITOR | #Motherhood
Motherhood is a massive responsibility I approached with both
trepidation and glee. So much is at stake when one cares for a child,
and the rewards are unlike any other. For me, motherhood is about
loving, caregiving, and providing a strong role model. Mothers are
advocates, cheerleaders, emotional support, and disciplinarians.
They guide the formation of a person to maximize their potential,
contribute to our world, and lead happy lives. As I grew up, I defined
motherhood by my amazing mother, who had four children. My definition evolved when I had my own children. Although the times we
live in changes, the role itself has a uniquely unchangeable core that is
simply about the bond between mother and child.
Mothers do not come in one shape or size, but we know them, love
them, and celebrate the amazing responsibility and privilege that is
motherhood. For this issue of SEARCH Magazine, we asked readers
for stories of their remarkable mothers. The idealized version of a mom reflects the nurturing she provides
to others. What makes this even more amazing is that each mother is her own person, with interests and
cares, who has taken on responsibility for another life. Mothers are all unique.

Heather Roulo /Operations Director

Dear SEARCH,
How much do you love your mother?

One of the most powerful, infectious feelings of love
you can have is from your mother. Mothers are always
with you no matter where you are. They are the whispers of leaves blowing in the wind. The smell of certain
foods, fragrances, and flowers gives you the sense of
mother’s home comfort. She’s the cool hand on your
forehead when you’re not feeling well.
She’s your breath of air on a cold winter day. She’s the
words you find yourself saying to your own children, the
smile and tears when you realize they are her words.
She’s your first love, best friend, and a partner in crime
for life. Mothers are like beautiful flowers; they’re always blooming and showering us with love.
-Jeannie Normandeau

Have your mother done something amazing for the
world? Has she changed people’s lives for the better?
Maybe she’s a quiet support that is special just to you.
Write in to tell us about your amazing mom. Send mail to:
searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com
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| CONTRIBUTORS
M I C H E L E

R O G E R

is a harpist, composer,
and author living and
working in Detroit.
She is the author of
several fiction novels
and won the Joy Humanist writing award
for Poetry. She was
recently nominated for
a 2015 Detroit Music Award. When
Michele isn't working, she loves to
travel. Getting lost in unknown places
is a particular talent of hers.
Twitter: @harpymichele

SUMIKO

SAULSON

is a science-fiction,
fantasy and horror
writer. She is the editor of Black Magic
Women and 100 Black
Women in Horror Fiction, and author of
Solitude, Warmth, The
Moon Cried Blood, Happiness and Other
Diseases, Somnalia, Insatiable and other
novels and collections. Twitter:
@sumikoska

B R I A N
P A T R I C I A

D A K E
D A K E

h a ve
been
cooking
for
family
and
friends
for
over three decades now and
delight in pairing their dishes with local
wines throughout Napa, Sonoma, and
Mendocino. Their culinary creations
have appeared in a number of regional
publications as well as wine club newsletters.

HEATHER

ROULO

is a freelance writer
from the Seattle area.
She just released the
first volume in her
Plague Masters Trilogy. Heather has a B.A.
in English Literature.
Twitter: @hroulo

E L L I O T

T H O R P E

is a freelance writer
whose output includes
feature articles, scripts,
and both short and
long-form prose. He is
working on a number
of commissioned projects for the coming
months, including an
original audio drama and his second
novel.

T I M

R E Y N O L D S

Humorist, novelist,
photographer
Ti m
Reynolds is a ‘former
everything’, including
stand-up comic, teacher, editorial cartoonist,
landscaper, actor, dishwasher, paparazzo,
accountant, magician,
and trainer of bus drivers. He digs deep
in his life experiences to find the humor in everything from cemeteries to
medical exams.
Twitter: @TGMReynolds

LILLIAN

CSERNICA

writes historical fiction. Her nonfiction
how-tos include The
Writer's Spellbook and
The Fright Factory. She
is the mother of two
special needs sons. The
oldest has cerebral palsy. The younger
is on the autistic spectrum. Twitter:
@LillianCsernica

D O N N A

M E D I N A

is the owner/certified
strength and boxing
fitness trainer at
Gy mnanigans
Strength Studio for
women and children
in Vallejo, CA. She’s
the author of the children’s book Gymnanigans the Adventures
of King Ligornard and Raffee that promotes healthy activities.

SUZANNE

MADRON

is the author of The
Immortal War Series,
and has been published
in the international
Cover Stories Euphictional
Anthology.
When not writing, she
can be found knitting, spinning, or
making jewelry in her spare time. Suzanne also helps support the efforts of
independent artists, writers, musicians,
and film-makers. Twitter: @xirconnia

LARION

BARNARD

as well as being an
editor and occasional
article writer, Larriane
Barnard is an writer in
her own right. Larriane Wills aka Larion
Wills, a multi-genre
author from science fiction to western
romances she holds up to her tag of
‘two names, one author, thousands of
stories.’ Twitter: @LarrianeWills

Want to contribute to our magazine?
Email articles or pitch ideas to:
searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com
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“It’s more
than a
haircut.
It’s an
experience”

dadsbarber.com

925-490-1199
Solesistahs.wixsite.com
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2400 Sycamore Dr. Ste. 12B
Antioch, CA 94509
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TRAVEL |The

Wonders Of Kyoto

If you're interested in experiencing
the wonders of both ancient and modern Japan, then you must visit Kyoto.
I live in California. It took one car, three planes,
a bus, and a taxi to get me from my home to the hotel in Kyoto. Does that sound exhausting? It was,
but what I found in Kyoto made it all worthwhile.

Kyoto Station
Kyoto Station is huge and beautiful. The clerk
at my hotel assured me I could find whatever I
wanted inside Kyoto Station, and she was right. In
addition to the train station, you'll find a theater,
two malls, a museum, a bus station, a 540-room hotel, and at least two dozen restaurants. Kyoto Station has its own zip code. No wonder! It's a city unto itself. Someone is always ready to help, both the
officials and the everyday folks.
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BY LILLIAN CSERNICA

At Kyoto Station, they're used to helping foreigners find their way around, and many of the taxi
drivers are eager to practice their English language
skills. One driver played American rock-n-roll on
his radio. While we talked about his favorite bands,
he opened the glove box and took out what was
clearly his own personal stash of chocolate candy
and offered me some. Japanese people are more than
just polite. They’re kind and welcoming.

Imperial Palace
A train ride and a short hike took me to the Imperial Gardens, part of the Palace Grounds. I’d made
a reservation through The Imperial Household
Agency for one of the tours given in English. I was
directed to arrive twenty minutes ahead of time at a
specific outer gate, which led me to a waiting room
full of padded benches, along with lockers available
free of charge.

People with backpacks or heavy purses (like
mine) could park them in a locker, to better enjoy
the tour. From Japan Guide: “The current Imperial
Palace was reconstructed in 1855 after it had burnt
down and moved around town repeatedly over the
centuries.
The complex is enclosed by long walls and consists of several gates, halls, and gardens. The enthronement ceremonies of Emperors Taisho and
Showa were still held in the palace's main hall. Tokyo Imperial Palace is now used for enthronement
ceremonies.”
The guide for my English-language tour, an elegant woman named Yoshiko, brought history alive
for us as she explained the purpose for each of the
special buildings on the palace grounds.

the Goddess of Mercy, the main hall is home to the
Eleven-Headed and Thousand-Armed Kannon Boddhisatva. Kiyomizudera is also known for its shrine
to Okuninushi, the god of romance and matchmaking. The statue of him makes him look like a tough
samurai. Standing beside him is a rabbit that could
give the one in Donnie Darko a run for its money.
The rabbit holds a haraegushi, a lightning staff, decorated with those paper zigzags called shide.
My steampunk short fiction, which appears in
the later series of anthologies from Clockwork Alchemy, centers around Kiyomizudera. If there’s such
a thing as a literary pilgrimage, I made one, and it
stands out as one of the highlights of my strange
and adventuresome life.

Toei Kyoto Studio Tour
Toei Studios is behind quite a diverse selection
of entertainment, including Battle Royale, Kamen
Rider, Super Sentai, and the origin of the Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers. In the 1950s, samurai
movies were hugely popular, as proven by Akira
Kurosawa’s Rashomon, Seven Samurai, and
Yojimbo, just to name a few.
Toei Kyoto Studio Park is not an amusement
park as we Americans understand them, i.e. a lot of
carnival rides that will make you want to throw up.
It’s living history, much like the Renaissance Faire.
I spoke with actors who knew their history and
were more than happy to pose for photos.
I consider this adventure to be one of the most
entertaining highlights of my visit to Kyoto.

Kiyomizudera
In Kyoto you will find 400 shrines and 1600
temples. Of the many larger and more famous temples, Kiyomizudera is truly one of a kind. The temple stands halfway up Mt. Otowa, near the Otowa
Falls.
From Discover Kyoto: “This temple was
named for the pure water that flows from the
Otowa no Taki waterfall, with kiyomizu from the
temple's name translating to pure water. It is said
that this water possesses the power to extend one’s
life and fulfill one’s wishes, and you can take a
long-handled ladle and drink from one of the channels yourself!”
Primarily a shrine to Kannon (aka Kwan Yin),
7

#DIY|Thumbprint Charms

Personalize gifts from the heart

When I began assisting my son’s classroom teacher with art projects, I was looking for a simple project that would make a thoughtful gift any time of
year. It is always more fun when the kids have
something useful to take home. I found the perfect
project in the thumbprint charm because it requires
very little skill, few materials, is personal, and
makes an outstanding and wearable gift.
The thumbprint charm is an easy project to give to
a mother or grandmother as a necklace. It is a simple
charm with a one-of-a-kind fingerprint that she can
wear around her neck and keep close to her heart. It
can also be adapted to make a bracelet. This project
is especially good for small children, whose fingers
will grow over time, but even older children or
loved ones can provide this memento.
The project only requires a few items: Oven-bake
clay, such as sculpey or FIMO, an oven or toasteroven to bake it, a needle or skewer, and cord or ribbon. Choose the color of clay you want for the
charm. I used silver, since it is always tasteful and
goes with every outfit. I needed something all the
kids would approve, but you can personalize and
mix clay in any color you like. Next, cut the clay
into pieces about the size of a marble.
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BY HEATHER ROULO
Go a little bigger for bigger thumbs. I pre-cut the
clay and put it in sealable bags to be handed out
when I got to class.
Next, roll the dough into a ball. You may then
choose whether to flatten the clay and press your
thumb into it, or press your thumb into the ball,
leaving a print. Leaving it as a ball when you press,
makes for a deeper thumb print but may take longer
to bake since the edges are thicker. In either case,
leave a quarter inch of clay underneath so your
charm is sturdy.
Check to see whether the print is good—you
should be able to see the ridges of the fingerprint. If
it doesn’t turn out, simply re-roll the clay and try
again.
Once you have a good print, take a pin, pencil,
skewer, or even the point of scissors and make a
small hole in the dough. Ensure it is sturdy and big
enough for the cord or ribbon you plan to string
through the hole. For a bracelet, place another hole
opposite the first, so the cord can loop through both
holes.

|#Thumbprint Charms
My husband preferred the printed clay without
holes, so it was more like a coin or worry stone he
could carry in his pocket. Optionally, you may
lightly place initials or scrape a heart on the reverse
of the charm but be careful not to ruin your thumb
print. If you have more skill, you can even draw a
border around the thumbprint. I suggest doing this
after you’ve made your hole, so it does not ruin your
pattern.
If you are doing several charms at once, like I did
for my classroom project, you may place the charms
on parchment paper with children’s names and put
several charms onto a baking sheet in the oven together. Place the charms into the preheated oven
according the directions on your clay. The clay is

done when it is rubbery and doesn’t take a dent
when pressed lightly. Let the charms cool, which
only takes a few minutes, then string your ribbon or
cord through the hole. Leave plenty of string so the
necklace can be tied or pulled over the head.
The project is so simple, easy, and quick, don’t be
surprised if you end up making several at once, yet
every piece can be different and personalized. There
are endless variations. You are left with a lovely and
unique gift that is easy to store and to show off. To
present the gift, you may want a pretty box to put
the necklace or bracelet into or tissue paper to wrap
the gift.

9

ATTRACTIONS |Café

With Soul

In 1994, The Friendship Circle was founded in
West Bloomfield, Michigan. It paired teen volunteers with special needs teens, including those on
the autism spectrum. The primary goal was to establish a support system for the young adults and
develop friendships. The program, supported by
the local community, grew into what is currently
over 700 teens and adult volunteers serving the
community and children with special needs. With
all of their success, another issue became evident. Employment.
Soul Cafe and Soul Studio
became the answer. In partnership with the Epicurean Group
of Detroit, Soul Cafe serves up
gourmet, Kosher, vegetarian
breakfast and lunch Monday
through Friday. Sundays, the
Cafe offers breakfast, lunch,
and dinner with highlights and
specials from the chef. While
many vegetarian and vegan
restaurants have arrived on the
Detroit food scene lately, Soul
Cafe has been named number
one for 2018. It also offers professional kitchen training for
special needs adults. Trainees from the Soul Cafe
work side by side with chefs and managers to learn
the art of cooking and preparing food at the fine
dining level. Trainees learn valuable skills otherwise taught in culinary school, from baking to
sauces and plating to catering while earning their
Serv Safe certificates.
Once their certificates are complete, graduates
find employment within the Epicurean Group and
in high end, fine dining restaurants in the area.
Meanwhile, Soul Cafe continues to nurture and
serve as a supportive community for its graduates.
The accolades and popularity continue to grow.
Sundays require a reservation because the restaurant is so popular. I have personally stopped in
on a whim on a Tuesday or Wednesday for late
lunch to find that there are no seats available. In a
roughed out industrial design, the cafe has a community table for anyone to take a place, a fireplace,
10

BY MICHELE ROGER

and fabulous art. The artwork comes from Soul
Studio.
At the opposite end of Soul Cafe, sits Soul Studio, a safe, supportive open art space. All forms of
art, from silk screen to painting, weaving on looms
and fiber art to furniture and sculpting are supported with equipment, supplies, and volunteers. Artists pay for studio space, and the gallery pays them
forty percent of all sales profits in return. The gallery hosts collaborative showings
of the artists in the gallery.
Lea Pollak has found a place and
art form at the Soul Studio and
Soul Cafe. Lea was diagnosed with
depression and ADD at age eight.
He explains, “I like seeing people
with disabilities creating beauty
and seeing friendly and devoted
staff and volunteer members working with the artists in the studio
one-on-one. They know how to
tailor their teaching methods to
each individual student and no
pressure for a grade.” And,
“Words are inefficient. With art,
anger can be red. There can be varying degrees of the red, and different textures can convey levels of
an emotion. I have been doodling for a very long
time.”

The goal of both Soul Cafe and Soul Studio is to set adults
in the community with special needs up for success. According to Bassie Shemtov, Life Town Director, “It’s a dream
come true for some of the parents of our graduates and artists. Their children have real jobs and have real independence, making their own money.”
For readers looking for more information about the specifics of the trainee program, please visit http://
www.friendshipcircle.org/soul/soul-cafe-trainee-program/.
Sessions have start
and finish dates
for certain types of
training programs.
If you would like a virtual tour of their art gallery, read about
more amazing artists in residence, attend an upcoming art show
of a featured artist, or shop and purchase a piece from one of the
artists, please visit https://soul.friendshipcircle.org
If ever visiting Detroit, you really should make a reservation
and see what all of Detroit is raving about. Make Soul a stop in
your travels. To make a reservation, call (248) 788-7400.

From its industrial decor to its award-winning food, to its
message of integrity and community, Soul Cafe and Soul Studio
are an all-around success story. They give educational and employment opportunities to adults with special needs while inviting
the community to be involved and participate in its vision of inclusion of all people. The cafe and gallery are always looking for
volunteers to help and those willing to lend their financial support.

Cookwithcarter.com
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TECH|Making

Life Easier for Mom

Tech & the Octogenarian
It's hard to predict how a gift will
impact the receiver's life, but when I
upgraded from my iPad Gen. 2 to an
iPad Air 2, I gave my old one to my
mother, telling her that she could use it
as an eBook reader and play Bridge on
it, for a start.
Mom isn't particularly tech-savvy. She used to
call floppy disks "flippy disks", but once her youngest grandson sat her down to show her the ins and
outs of the iPad, she'd found a new best friend.
You see, Mom is a seasoned and frequent
world traveller, but her eyesight isn't good enough
for a smartphone's small screen. The tablet, on the
other hand, is perfect. Also, sitting at a desk is difficult on most bodies, but it's especially troubling for
older muscles and bones. The tablet allows Mom the
flexibility of reading in the rocker, in bed, or out on
the balcony.
She's also petite, no more than five-foot-zip,
so the weight of the tablet, even in its case, is much
less than her big laptop. The tablet also fits into the
same space once reserved in her bag for a hardcover
novel. A small 17" flat screen monitor sits on the
kitchen counter in order to keep her company and
au courant with the news while she's eating or cooking, but the tablet now allows her to pull up a recipe
and have it right there in front of her or the latest
Arthur Hill novel.
Once my nephew showed her how, Mom even
explored the App Store. She's now an avid player of
FreeCell, but her big discovery was a brain game
called Elevate.
According to their app info in the store Elevate
is "a brain training program designed to improve
focus, speaking abilities, and more... the more you
train with Elevate, the more you'll improve critical
cognitive skills..." This was the Apple App of the
Year, and I'm not so much promoting it, as I am
pointing out that for an octogenarian, brain function
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BY TIM REYNOLDS

is a great concern, and Mom is using this app to help
keep her mind and wits sharp, and she doesn't mind
paying $50/year for it. Does it work? Well, she golfs
up to three times a week, attends literary events,
reads award-winning novels, still drives, and as a
cancer survivor herself, helps younger friends make
their own appointments. She also recently received
an award from the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario
for forty years of volunteer work. I'd say her mind
is pretty sharp.
Speaking of appointments...with the tablet, instead of leafing through a paper desk calendar every
morning to confirm her day's schedule, the tablet's
built in calendar sends her reminders and gives her
details, all with an audio alert and a visual summary. Younger readers are probably sighing and
itching to point out that their smartphones do all
that and let them make calls, too. That's true, but the
bigger screen of the tablet let's Mom do her emailing, iMessaging, watch movies and TV, and even
take pictures, at home or on vacation.
The iPad has changed Mom's life so radically
that when it finally gives up the ghost, she says
she'll go out and replace it immediately. My mother
hates to frivolously spend money on herself, but the
tablet has gone from a silly luxury to an absolute
necessity.

I've written here about the Apple iPad because
that's what I own, but there are a plethora of tablets
of varying sizes and features, made by a number of
manufacturers from Amazon to Samsung. The key
to finding the right tablet for anyone, but especially
a not-so-tech-savvy senior, is to determine what
they will use it for. If they love storing photos, family movies, and music, don't skimp on memory size.
If they enjoy playing flight simulator and fishing
games, make sure the apps are available for the tablets you're considering and that the tablet has the
processing speed to handle the games. Maybe even
take them with you to the store to look at different
styles. They're not all the same.

linked to my phone, my laptop, and my desktop. I
use it to track multiple medical appointments, book
events, birthdays, and publishing deadlines. I also
have a Bluetooth keyboard and am writing my next
novel, playing Angry Birds 2, designing my next
book cover, and sending manuscripts to agents and
editors, all on my tablet.
Oh, I also get weather updates on the Weather
Network app, so Mom doesn't have to text me to
remind me to take an umbrella or bundle up. She
doesn't have to, but she does. That's Mom.

To finish things up, let me just add that my tablet is

Sumiko Saulson

|SEARCH AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT
crayons and paints every time we walked past the toy
aisle, so I guess I was a prima donna artist at a very
young age. I still paint and draw quite a bit and even
have acrylic paintings in art galleries. I write a comic
book called Mauskaveli.
Do you have a hot tip for us? (What is a product/
app/food/store/website that you use right now that
you can’t do without or that you like right now? And
why?)

Location:

Oakland, ca

What’s an article you’ve written for SEARCH that
you enjoyed? And why did you enjoy it?
I really enjoyed writing a Black History Month article about Marian Anderson. She was my great grandfather's first cousin, and my mom always talked about
wanting to meet her as a child. Marian Anderson used to
invite my grandmother and other relatives to her ranch.
I am very proud of being related to her and was thrilled
to highlight such an important historical figure for African American History Month.

I just finished reading the last of the Elfquest Final
Quest graphic novels. I would like to recommend them
to any fans of the Wendy and Richard Pini series,
They're great! Also check out Wendy Pini's sci-fi nod to
the old Poe story, Masque of the Red Death.
What else do you write?
Sci-Fi, Fantasy, and Horror. I edited an anthology
Black Magic Women which is currently on the Bram
Stoker's Recommended Reading List. I also write a lot
of poetry and essays. My book Spit and Pathos has a lot
of essays on black writers like Toni Morrison and Zora
Neale Hurston, as well as some of my award-winning
fictional short stories.

What is your website?

www.SumikoSaulson.com

What was your favorite thing to do as a child?
I loved roller skating and drawing, probably drawing
more, though. My mom said I used to throw temper
tantrums at the grocery store if she didn't buy me new
13

MUSIC |Famous Moms with Singing Daughters

BY ELLIOT THORPE

have six consecutive albums straight in at number
one. Unprecedented and untouchable, feminist and
anti-discrimination activist, Beyoncé is welldeserving of her accolades and rightly so.

It doesn't always go that moms in the
public gaze have children who follow
suit. When they do, they're sometimes
more famous than their celebrity parent. Here are just a handful of famous
moms whose daughters have chosen a
singing career, which, in some cases, is
a family tradition.
Mom: Lisa Bonet
Famous for: Acting (Angel Heart, Enemy of the State,
Life On Mars)
Daughter: Zoë Kravitz
Zoë was born in 1988 and actually followed her father, Lenny, into the recording studio, with three
albums and a selection of singles to her name. She
has found more success in films, however, with
roles in Mad Max: Fury Road, the Fantastic Beasts series and X-Men: First Class among others.
Mom: Tina Knowles
Famous for: Business and fashion brands (‘House of
Deréon’ and ‘Miss Tina by Tina Knowles’)
Daughter: Beyoncé
37-year old Beyoncé Giselle Knowles-Carter is one
of the world's best-selling music artists, winning an
incredible twenty-two Grammys as well as innumerable awards elsewhere for her music. She is the
first and only musical act in 'Billboard' history to
14

Mom: Leticia Jean Cyrus
Famous for: Acting and producing (The Last Song,
Hannah Montana and Miley Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds
Concert)
Daughter: Miley Cyrus
Born as Destiny Hope Cyrus in 1992, Miley has had
perhaps something of a controversial approach to
her career that has, nevertheless, allowed her to attain a lifetime earnings of $360 million. It may have
been her wholesome image as Disney character
'Hannah Montana' that made some sectors of the
general public struggle to accept her maturing
stance, but she has always maintained a positive approach to charity work, animal protection, and supporting the voice of young people.
Mom: Jada Pinkett Smith
Famous for: Acting, producing, dancing, singer-song
writing, business (The Matrix, Madagascar, Menace II
Society, The Nutty Professor)
Daughter: Willow
Willow Camille Reign Smith started whipping her
hair back and forth just short of her tenth birthday.
Her debut single eventually reached number eleven
in the 'Billboard' charts by November 2000 but
reached the much-coveted British number one a
month or so later. She has been patient with her album releases, only having two since her singing career began. She has also moved into films, sharing
screen time with her father, the Fresh Prince himself, Will Smith in I Am Legend.

Mom: Priscilla Presley
Famous for: Acting, business (The Fall Guy, The Naked Gun series)
Singing Daughter: Lisa Marie Presley
With the surname of Presley, it might be strange
that Lisa Marie's music career didn't become worldrecognized. But perhaps the shadow of Elvis still
casts long? As the only child of the 'King of Rock
and Roll', she does however find respect and admiration for her ongoing charitable work and humanitarian efforts, receiving honors from Tennessee, Memphis, and New Orleans. She lives here, of course, in
San Francisco.
Mom: Judy Garland
Famous for: Vaudeville, singing, acting, dancing (A
Star Is Born, The Wizard of Oz, Meet Me In St Louis)
Daughter: Liza Minnelli
Perhaps having the most famous mom on this list,
that nevertheless didn't deter Liza from paving her
own path in showbusiness. Born in 1946, her energetic stage presence and powerful voice have earned her
an Academy Award for Cabaret and a career that
spans a phenomenal eight decades. She, like Judy,
has not been without her demons, having a number
of failed marriages and life-long struggles with drink
and drugs. She perseveres and more recently enjoys a
philanthropic lifestyle, supporting AIDS research as
well as serving on the board of The Institutes for
The Achievement of Human Potential for twenty
years. She is one of the last links to the Golden Age
of Hollywood.

Mom: Sharon Osbourne
Famous for: TV hosting, writing, music management (The X-Factor, America's Got Talent, The Talk)
Daughter: Kelly Osbourne
Born in 1984 to Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne, Kelly
found success in music in the early 2000s but has
since gone on to be seen with her family in the
award-winning reality show The Osbournes and, like
her mom, as a judge on numerous talent shows such
as Project Catwalk for the UK's Sky 1. She's DJ'd for
BBC Radio, too. She has campaigned with Whoopi
Goldberg, Elton John, Anna Paquin, and others for
the awareness of LGBT discrimination and supports
numerous other charities.
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CITY SPOTLIGHT |Gettysburg

BY SUZANNE MADRON

bed & breakfasts to choose from, the most famous
being the Gettysburg Hotel located on ‘the square’.
If planning to visit, book in advance, brush up on
your traffic circle etiquette, and be prepared to stop
for pedestrians.
For as much of the original historic charm has
been kept intact in Gettysburg, there are also modern staples with fast food on the outskirts of town
and an outlet mall just off Route 15.
Not too far from Gettysburg, there are wineries,
breweries, more restaurants, and of course, potato
chip and pretzel factories.

Located in south-central Pennsylvania,
Gettysburg is one of those places everyone
remembers from history classes. In case you
were asleep, there was a significant battle of
the Civil War fought there in July of 1863.
Gettysburg is more than just a bookmark in
history, however.
Yes, there are re-enactments and re-enactors
every summer for the history buffs. Yes, there are
ghost tours ranging from a leisurely stroll led by
lamplight to actual exploration of allegedly haunted
locations with ghost hunting equipment. Yes, there
are battlefields with monuments for both the North
and South marking where skirmishes occurred and
who was involved. There’s even a monument featuring a dog if you wander off the main path.
There is also an extremely walkable downtown.
A must-see is the house where the owners have recreated famous Civil War battle dioramas down to
the last detail, featuring uniformed cats in place of
humans and be sure to check out the historic theater
and the numerous art galleries featuring local artists.
Hungry? There are restaurants ranging from
diners to linen tablecloths, with one eatery featuring
people in period attire serving a menu based on common foods from the 1700s.
If staying in town, there are many hotels and
16
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Winners of the SEARCH Magazine Mom Celebration
It’s no surprise that entrants for the SEARCH Magazine celebration love their mothers. Essays about
motherhood aren’t as easy as they sound. Too often, we fall into the trap of generic platitudes toward motherhood. Rather, each woman is an individual who reflects the passions and vagaries of life. To live well, and care
for others at the same time, is definitely something worth celebrating.
Moms are amazing people whose lives are especially appreciated during times of trial. These grown
daughters wrote us to reflect on the events and history that shaped the amazing women who raised them.

FEATURE |Carolyn Saulson
Everyone loves their mother and thinks she’s
special. My mother was no different. My grandmother, Eleanor, was the center of Mom’s world
until she died when my mom was barely thirtyone.
My mother has cancer now and is in the late
stages of her nine-year struggle with Multiple Myeloma, a rare blood cancer in leukemia and lymphoma cancers that affects African Americans twice as
often as the rest of the population.
Even in her valiant fight against cancer, my
mom has been exceptional. August 10, 2018 was her
ninth year as a cancer survivor. Her life expectancy
after diagnosis was only about two and a half years.
She has far exceeded all expectations, thanks largely to her amazing oncologist, Dr. Chainarong
Limvarpus, at Sutter Solano Cancer Care Center in
18

BY SUMIKO SAULSON
Vallejo. My mother was a black community leader.
Together, we started Iconoclast Productions back
in 1993, a San Francisco based media-arts non-profit
that launched the African American Multimedia Conference in 1996 and the San Francisco Black Independent Film Festival.
She wrote grants for San Francisco Juneteenth
Festival and the California Blues Festival, and helped
to organize events like Juneteenth, Unity Festivals,
and more.

The African American Multimedia Conference expanded into satellite programs out of libraries and
schools, designed to help narrow the digital divide
and help African American artist and artists, with
disabilities, in illustration, animation, music, film,
and theater to translate their artwork into the new
digital world and get it out there on the internet.
She also worked for people with disabilities as a
member of WryCrips, a Berkeley based women’s
reading theater group for women with disabilities.
She worked on exposing abuses of people with mental illnesses in psychiatric hospitals during the
1970s, and had a radio show with her thenboyfriend, Mickey McMeel, the drummer from the
band Three Dog Night.

She worked for a group called Citizens Commission on Human Rights to expose the abuses of incarcerated mental patients, including physical and sexual abuses, leading to reforms to the institutional
system here in California back when Ronald
Reagan was Governor. She used her public access
show, Stagefright, to inform people about the Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) and makes sure disabled people were aware of their rights in 1993, when
the law was relatively new.
Mickey McMeel wasn’t the only famous boyfriend Mom had. Her common law husband of seventeen years (1988 through 2005), Gunther Ethan
Palmer, was a model, actor, and son of Warhol
Starlet Ivy Nicholson and Ciao! Manhattan director
John Palmer. Gunther and his twin sister Penelope
were in Warhol films as infants, and Penelope
Palmer starred in Le Femme Enfant with Klaus
Kinski. After Mom broke up with Gunther, she was

briefly associated with local hip-hop legend, Rappin
4-Tay, between 2005 and 2007. After they broke up,
they continued to work together until this very day,
and the family became friends with he and his wife
Amina.
Mom has her own band, Stagefright, an alternative rock band that blends gothic and ska music for
a distinctive sound. She has been a proud member
of the San Francisco American Historical and Cultural
Society since the late 80s and has an AA in psychology.
I just finished a zine for the East Bay Zine Festival that features some of my mom’s writing and
honors her, called Tale of an Iconoclast, The Carolyn
Saulson Story. It received a grant award from the
Ara Jo Memorial Fund. Her own zine, Living a Lie, is
available on Amazon. My mom already wrote
10,000 words based on the story in Living a Lie. I am
working on finishing her novel.
She is the parent of two children, Sumiko Saulson, that’d be me, and Scott Saulson. Mom loves
karaoke with the kids and grandkids. We did a lot
of that, and conventions, and cosplay in 2018. Although Mom is a big proponent of #MoreBirthdays
and the American Cancer Society, we aren’t sure
she’ll be here for her 71st in 2019. Nowadays, my
mom is at Kindred Hospital in San Leandro sleeping, visiting with family, and watching television.
Her karaoke days are over, but we still hang out
with her and sing to her and watch TV with her.

Carolyn Saulson passed in January 2019.
Donations may be made in her memory to
African American Historical and Cultural Society.
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FEATURE |Meegan Normandeau

You know that person that is a part of your
life through every event, always has your back,
and protects you no matter what?

For me, that was my mother. Throughout my
twenty-two years of life, she has been through
more battles than most and has come out stronger
in the end.
My mom, Meegan Normandeau, is a mom of
four and a retired flight attendant for Delta Air
Lines. She worked long days traveling across the
United States. She has an adventurous heart and
at a young age traveled to Korea. She loved New
York, and she knew how to embrace cultures of
all parts of the world. Even though she loved her
work, she made the sacrifice to leave it and become a stay-at-home mom. She continues to raise
her children incredibly. She leads by example and
shows truth in her words no matter what.
Just over four years ago, our family experienced the painful loss of my grandmother, one of
the hardest things I had ever experienced. I know
for my mom, it was devastating. My grandmother, Sharon, was a fighter that loved and lived life
fearlessly. She had a heart of gold and gave her
effort, time, and charity wherever she felt it just. I
know that anyone who knew them both saw
many parts of Sharon in her daughter, Meegan,
both physically and in personality. As I got older,
I also noticed parts of my grandmother in my
mother. My mom puts all her heart into every20

BY CARLY NORMANDEAU

thing and anyone she loves. She always has something funny to say, and usually, when she does,
she can barely get through saying it without
bursting into contagious laughter. She has a confidence that radiates in the room and makes you
remember what joy life can bring.
This year has been full of life changing moments for our family. In late March, I moved back
home from college in order to pursue my career in
aviation and begin my first job in the field. Not
long after, my brother and his girlfriend blessed
me with a niece. By far, the biggest life changing
moment was in April, when my mom sat us down
to have "a talk".
These talks usually consisted of the monotonies
of life like house chores or an update on future
appointments. This time felt different, a little dull
and empty. Sitting down in the loveseat next to
my mom felt like sinking into the deep abyss of
the Pacific Ocean. She took a deep breath and
said, “After going to many appointments and doing lots of research, I have been diagnosed with
breast cancer.”
We all knew she was seeing doctors for pain
in her breast, but we never imagined that we
would hear her say the words, “I have cancer”. It
shocked me. I was unable to speak. The words I
had were all jammed behind the pit in my throat.
I looked at my brother and saw the worry in his
eyes. Then, I looked at my mom. I could almost
see guilt emitting off her body, as if it was her
fault. As I sunk deeper into my seat, she discussed
the options, how severe it was, and what this
might come to. The realization that my mom
might lose her hair or have to go through intense
chemo, radiation, and surgeries worried me beyond belief.

Weeks went by, and she attended painful
treatments where they took samples of tissue in her
breast and tested it for cancer cells throughout her
entire chest. I continued to pray, and eventually the
day came when she went into surgery for her single
mastectomy. We all sat in the waiting room, tapping our feet and talking about memories, like
camping trips to Banks Lake and other stories to
make us all smile. My mom and dad’s friend joined
us during this time of hardship. We are so thankful
for Colleen, a survivor of breast cancer herself and
an incredible woman.
After my mom’s surgery, we discovered the
samples of her lymph nodes came back negative for
cancer and they had removed all cancer cells in her
breasts.
The success of her surgery and this news was
some of the best my family had heard since “the
talk”. Hearing those words lifted such a great
weight off my shoulders that I thought I might
float away.
This illness is something that my mom is still
recovering from, and she is not finished. She will
have recovery surgeries, days where she is bedridden, bruises and sores that take weeks to heal, and

pain that might stick with her for years or even
decades to come. She was, as those glorious words I
heard that special day said, given the opportunity
to keep fighting to live life as a cancer survivor. It’s
an emotional feeling knowing that one day my
mom will be able to say she is cancer free. My
mom is someone who deserves to live life fearlessly
just as her mother did. She is someone who deserves to live on and watch her children and grandchildren grow. She continues to grow stronger each
day, even though she says sometimes it feels like
she is taking six steps in the wrong direction. She
deserves to be recognized for her incredible love,
her mother’s touch, and impeccable willingness to
sacrifice for others.
I love you mom. You are my hero.
Love,
Your daughter, Lola

Solesistahs.wixsite.com
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FOOD | All-in-One Breakfast
BY BRIAN AND PATRICIA DAKE
Toasted English Muffin with Eggs & Ham
INGREDIENTS










Spring is the best season, full of
hope and energy as the landscape
comes alive with renewed vibrancy
after the drabness of winter. It’s as if
all the world wakes up.
With that in mind we’ve put together a treat
for you to wake up to. Rub that sleep from your
eyes and rejoice in your morning with a distinctive
breakfast. This delicious meal can be served outside on a sunny patio or if those spring mornings
are a little too chilly or the rain is coming down,
try serving this recipe as breakfast in bed.
Add some flowers in a vase and you might
serve it as a blessing for a mom on her special day
in May or perhaps add a little romance to a relationship. You might even go for a little selfindulgence on a lazy weekend morning. Put the
meal together, arrange it on a tray, and crawl back
in bed with a good book or movie.
Whatever the occasion, we’ve crafted the ideal
recipe to make breakfast feel like a special event.
This recipe makes a one-dish breakfast by combining the most comforting of breakfast foods: bread,
meat, and eggs. Add a little cream, salt and pepper,
and it’s ready to go. It’s a meal both hardy and
pretty.
Depending on mood and preference, we’ve
found it pairs equally well with a cup of dark roast
coffee or a gentle herbal tea. In the case of a cele24

1 English muffin
6 eggs
butter
cooking spray
4 ounce smoked ham, thinly sliced
salt and pepper
2 tablespoons heavy whipping cream

bratory morning, add that sparkling mimosa to
make it exceptional.













Preparation
Pre-heat oven to 400 degrees.
Spray inside of two 4.5" ceramic ramekins with
cooking spray.
Split English muffin and brown in toaster.
Spread the split sides of the English muffin
with butter and place one split side up in each
ramekin.
For each ramekin, break one egg into a mixing
bowl and whip with whisk until blended. Pour
egg over English muffin half in first ramekin.
Repeat for second.
In each ramekin use 2 oz of the sliced ham to
build a "nest" of ham piled higher on the edges
of the ramekin than in the middle.
In each ham "nest" break 2 eggs, being careful
not to rupture the yolks.
In each ramekin, pour 1 tablespoon of cream
over eggs.
Sprinkle eggs with salt and pepper.

We bake this meal in oven-safe 4.5 inch diameter ramekins because our English muffins just fit
inside. We place the ramekins directly on the oven
rack for baking. You need a good pair of oven
mitts or pot holders to safely remove the ramekins
from the oven.

Good quality ingredients are a must. While
we’ve been known to make our own English muffins from scratch, it’s quite of bit of work, so it’s
perfectly fine to pick them up from the store. A bit
of fun trivia about the English muffin is that it’s not
English in origin and not even truly a muffin but
rather a close relation to the crumpet.
English muffin recipes differ in small ways, and
the batter from which they are made is not as wet as
a crumpet. English muffins are split where crumpets
are not. They weren’t invented until 1894 in New
York by British immigrant, Samuel Thomas. It
wasn’t until after the 1990’s that they became available in England. Originally called a “Toaster Crumpet” they quickly became a high-class alternative to
toast, being served in fine hotels.

Cook


Place ramekins in pre-heated 400 degree oven
and bake for 20-25 minutes until egg whites become firm.
 Using hot pads or oven mitts remove ramekins
from oven and let sit until they are cool enough
to touch safely.
Serve
 Run a butter knife around the inside edge of the
ramekin to separate the egg from the ramekin.
 Place ramekin on a plate, a hot pad beneath the
plates to protect the table and serve.

The ham is similarly important. We recommend visiting a deli and having it sliced thinly. I
prefer smoked ham, but Virginia baked ham, honey
ham, or peppered ham work well also. Don’t skip
the cream, even if you’re cutting calories. The cream
covering the eggs keeps them from becoming leathery and is a secret passed down to Brian from his
mother.
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BY DONNA MEDINA

Busy Moms Stay Fit Too |FITNESS

Hey, moms, busy schedules do
not necessarily mean you will skip
having a workout. Right? This is never an excuse.
Despite busy schedules, as moms, we need to
prioritize our health goals. As a mother, whether
you are working or stay at home, you can consider
different workout regimens that will not dominate
your entire time while still allowing quality time
with your family. This can help you stay fit and
healthy for your family, and today is the best time to
start your workout regimen. Here are few exercises
you can do at home:
SQUATS
If you want to strengthen your abdominal muscles,
then squats is a must on your exercise regimen.
Thus, two of your huge muscles can improve their
strength, the glutes and the quadriceps. If you successfully perform this exercise, you can alleviate the
pressure from your knees by means of strengthening
the muscles.

PUSH-UPS
Push-ups may sound complicated, but when you’re
used to this type of exercise, you will be amazed by
its result. This is considered to be a multipurpose
exercise because it helps you strengthen your arms,
abs, chest, glutes, and back. You can achieve a fitter
version of you all at once.
TRICEP-DIPS
If you are not very familiar with this exercise, it
involves a focus on improving your muscles in the
triceps. This small muscle can be found on the back
of the upper arm, opposite the biceps. This engages
you to better muscle tone in the core and lower
body. With this simple workout, you are not required to go to a gym. All you need is to stay at
home and perform this regimen.
As you continue this, you will notice that you
have a significant improvement in your overall body
health. Stay healthy and fit! For more fitness information, motivation and inspiration join the Gymnanigans Champion Facebook group.
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AUTISM |

BY MICHELE ROGER

Happy Milestones: an interview with Emerian Rich
and is very independent. He has his own schedule,
which sometimes drives us up the wall, but it's very
important to him. In the evening, he has dinner at a
certain time, brushes his teeth, takes a shower, game
time, and then bed on a strict regime. If he has to
miss it or things are later/earlier, he gets very upset.
In public and school, you could think he was a regular kid. He doesn't look any different, and he's got
the same obsession with video games and super heroes. Where it really shows is if you mess with his
schedule at all. In the morning, after I wake him,
he's very good about getting up, dressed, makes his
own waffles, and gets his lunch and backpack ready.
However, if he is even 2 minutes late, he can have a
bad time the rest of the day. Most of my time, as a
mom, is watching for situations where he can start
spiraling and try to calm him and turn it around before he spirals into a behavior.

1. I often hear parents wonder aloud if they
should have their children tested. What was your
experience when your son was diagnosed with autism?
We had our son tested because he wasn't talking.
We didn't know what the reason was. When he was
six months old, he said "Momma" and then never
spoke again. When he hit one year old, we thought
we better have him checked out. He was diagnosed
with just a "delay". They couldn’t give a full Autism
diagnosis until he was five. At the time, we wondered if he was just behind because he was super
premature. As a result, it was a lot of years waiting
to see what was wrong. However, I am glad he got
tested at one. He was immediately enrolled in
speech delay programs and with therapists who
taught him sign language first and then got him
speaking. If we had waited, there's no telling how
long it would have taken him to talk.

2. What is a typical morning (or evening, whichever you prefer) like at home together?
Autism can mean so many different things to
different families. My son is fairly high-functioning
28

3. While autism often defines a child as special needs in school, many autistic adults have
come out in the press saying their autism has been
a benefit to their work; particularly in mathematics. Have you noticed a beneficial side in your
son’s life?
Somewhat, but not how these articles or TV
reports state. My son is autistic, and there is no mellowing it. A lot of the press is about people with Asperger's. While that is still considered a form of autism, it's different from a straight up autism diagnosis. While I hope my son can somehow use his terrific memory and replication skills to have a career
someday, I don't expect it. One major reason is, in
my son's case at least, he has days when he can't remember how to do things, similar to someone with
dementia. It's just gone. Then the next day, he can
again remember how to do the task. I think that will
hold him back from actually holding a job like some
Asperger's people do. However, he's very interested
in credits at the end of movies, so if he could have a
job writing the movie credits, he would be in heaven.

4. Motherhood is all about developing your
own philosophy when it comes to parenting.
What’s yours?
We try to raise our child in as normal a situation as we can. We are just as strict or lax in situations as we would be with a normal child. I think it's
because of this that he has grown up so independent
and adaptable. Do I organize the day, so he can be
more comfortable with his schedule? Yes, but he still
has chores, video game limits, and rules he must follow. Society is not built for them, so I try to do everything in my power to teach him how the world
really works and how tough life can be so that he
will be prepared as he gets older. His diagnosis is a
concern only when it impairs his judgement. Just
like a kid allergic to bees, you carry the medicine
with you. We have backup plans, snacks if dinner
will be late, electronics if he has to wait longer than
expected, and a calming plan if he gets too agitated
in public. Just like any normal kid, he has good days
and bad. We just want to help him have as many
good days as we can.

5. What community support have you found (if
any) in the Bay Area?
There are very good programs through our local
regional centers. They can help with therapy, respite
services, and behavior services. While most of the
government support comes through the school during kindergarten-graduation, they can help with
things the school district doesn't provide like home
sessions and babysitting. As far as the school district, they have speech, behavior, and OT services
onsite to help him integrate.

6. Would you like to share any noteworthy
places or advice that you’ve found to make a
positive impact for families with autistic family
members?
I think the biggest thing that helped me is realizing it was okay to mourn the loss of what I
thought my son would be like. Like I stated in the
Spring 2018 issue of SEARCH with my article "My
Ambiguous Loss", it's not that I don't love my son
how he is now, but learning your child has a disability is one of the hardest things to overcome. When
you dream of the baby you want to have and what
he/she may do in the future, you think of what a
great life they can have. Having their own lives,
their own jobs, their own families is something we
all wish for our kids. When all that is suddenly taken away and you realize he may need to depend on
people for the rest of his life--even after you pass
away--it's tough to accept. Allow yourself to grieve.
It doesn't mean you don't love your child.

“You just need to give yourself
time to readjust and get used to a
new reality that has it's own happy
milestones.”
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HUMOR |Traveling

with My Mom

BY TIM REYNOLDS

Although I haven't traveled much
lately, I have always enjoyed my little
adventures. Sometimes, though, I find
myself in odd situations while exploring.

When I was fifteen, we flew to Europe and visited five countries in three weeks in a whirlwind driving adventure that more often than not had Dad
driving too close to the edge of guardrail-less mountain roads. He could to get a better view of the valleys below, while Mom ground her teeth and snapped
"Too close, Ken! Too close!"

I was once questioned by a State Trooper in
Death Valley, while I was trying to tie my shoes;
risked arrest and beheading (okay, maybe not beheading), trying to photograph the British Crown
Jewels in the vault of the Tower of London; been
yelled at in more languages than I can count for trying to sneak photos in various museums and castles;
was kicked out of a bordello-looking place for trying
to interview a staff member as research for a novel;
nearly died—twice—while hiking in the Rockies; had
to pretend to be high on crack to evade drug dealers
in downtown Toronto; and was almost shot in Italy.

Of all the incidents in all the trips with my family, the one I remember best was the time in Northern
Italy when Dad spotted a facility with low cabins
surrounded by a high barbed wire fence. "Could it be
an old POW camp?" We pulled up at the front gate.
Mom and I stepped out to snap pictures before inquiring about tours.

I'm what I call an "airline brat"—someone who
grew up with a parent who worked in the airline industry and took advantage of the travel benefits.
Mom and Dad travelled quite a bit to the Caribbean
when my two sisters and I were young, though they
never took us with them. I suspect they needed the
breaks. The first real trip they took us on was to upstate New York's Finger Lakes District when I was
ten. Ever the klutz, I managed to drop and break a
glass in the motel room bathroom, and then adopt a
large chunk of the broken base with my foot when I
walked across the mess to tell my folks what had
happened. Mom got to practice her nursing skills to
clean and dress my wound while ignoring my wiseass father's suggestions that maybe amputation
would teach me not to walk on broken glass.
Mom wasn't just at the heart of the vacations,
she was the heart of them. For example, when I was
eleven, Dad rented a trailer, hitched it to the family's
big Ford, and drove us to Canada's east coast to explore the family roots and show us where he grew up.
It was a terrific adventure, but the highlight was riding out the tail end of Hurricane Beth in a trailer
park in New Brunswick. Four of us fell asleep to the
rocking and rolling of the trailer in the heavy rain
and winds, but Mom stayed up all night, keeping a
terrified vigil over her brood.
30

Did you know that photographing active military bases is frowned upon even in Italy? I have no
idea what the sentry on duty was shouting, but when
he pointed his automatic rifle at us and slid the bolt
back, chambering a round, I understood enough to
raise my hands and not-so-calmly say, "Mom, get
back in the car. Mom...get...back...in...the...car."
She did.

Book Signing

|EVENTS

Author Tim Reynolds at a signing of "Waking Anastasia" at Chinook Chapters/Indigo in Calgary. (left) Search Magazine publisher Jeannie
Normandeau, R. Essence State Board Educator, CEO of COSMEBAR LLC. Kimbe Abernathy, and Search Magazine writer & Gymnanigans
owner Donna Medina like minded entrepreneurs at the book signing of @coachkimbe titled book “Can You ACTION Past Your Devils
Advocate”. (right)
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BOOKS| Famous Mom/Child Literary Duos

Most of us have precious memories of doing
some crafts project with mommy. For me and my
mother, Carolyn Saulson, those included a band,
three plays, a novel, and a graphic novel. We are
far from the only parent/child writing team. Just in
time for Mother’s Day, here is a list of five famous
authors, whose children are also famous authors,
and the creative projects they developed together.
Mary Wollstonecraft and daughter Mary Shelley
British novelist Mary Wollstonecraft was a
noted feminist. Her fame was eclipsed by her
daughter, Mary Shelly, widely considered the
founding author of the science fiction genre for her stellar debut
work Frankenstein or The Modern
Prometheus. Wollstonecraft’s novel,
Mary, A Fiction, touched upon feminist themes and followed the romantic friendships of a bisexual
female protagonist. She is best
known for A Vindication of the
Rights of Woman, a feminist treatise asserting that
women were equal to men.
However, because her mother died only ten
days after Mary was born due to complications of
childbirth, Mary never got to know her mother.
She was, instead influenced by her work and writings, especially by feminist principles in them. She
was said to have nearly worshipped her mother and
venerated all that she wrote or was known to have
said. Some imagine that her mother’s death being
related to childhood inspired the behavior of Frankenstein’s creature towards his maker.
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BY SUMIKO SAULSON

Mary Higgins Clark and daughter Carol Higgins Clark
Known as the Queen of Suspense, New York
best-selling author, Mary Higgins Clark, has cowritten five suspense novels with her daughter
Carol Higgins Clark. Carol is a
mystery writer, author of the bestselling Regan Reilly mysteries. Together, they write a series of holiday suspense novels.
Mary Higgins Clark has written an impressive fifty-one bestselling books. Four of them have
been made into motion pictures.
There have been over thirty-five television adaptations of her work. She has also won several awards.
Recurring themes in her stories include psychic
phenomenon and child abduction.
Carol Higgins Clark learned to write at her
mother’s side as her transcriptionist. Her mystery
novels are lighter and funnier than her mother’s
dark tales of suspense.
Lisa Scottoline and daughter
Francesca Serritella
New York Times best-selling author Lisa Scottoline has thirty-one novels to her credit. Her
daughter, Francesca Serritella, is a New York bestselling author and columnist. The
two write a column together for
The Philadelphia Inquirer called
“Chick Wit. Daughter, Francesca
Serritella, has eight different published books of columns and essays, half of which are New York
Times Best Sellers. She has five
such books that are written with
her mother. She says her mother is her hero and her
best friend.
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Mother, Lisa Scottoline, writes legal thrillers
which often wind up on the New York Best Seller’s
list. In addition to her stand-alone novels, she has
two series, the Rosato & Associates series and the
Rosato & DiNunzio novels. She has a background
in law herself, having graduated cum laude from
the University of Pennsylvania Law School before
working as a clerk first, then a litigator.

Toni Morrison and son Slade Morrison
Most of us are familiar with the legendary Toni Morrison, the Pulitzer Prize winning author of
Beloved. She is probably the most famous African
American author currently living, and one of the
most famous women writers of all times. She won
the Nobel Prize in literature
and has eleven novels and
two plays to her credit. Best
known among these are her
debut novel The Bluest Eye,
college English course staples Sula, Song of Solomon,
and Tar Baby, and Beloved,
the last being the only one which was ever made
into a motion picture.

Less well known is the fact that Toni Morrison
collaborated with her son, Slade Morrison, on a series of seven children’s books. Although some of
the books have universal themes, several are Afrocentric in tone and one of them, Peeny Butter
Fudge, won the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work - Children's
Anne Rice and son Christopher Rice
Best-selling vampire novelist, Anne Rice, was
joined by her son, Christopher, in penning Ramses
the Damned: The Passion of Cleopatra, finally fulfilling Anne Rice’s twenty plus
year old promise to write a sequel
to the beloved Mummy story. She
is best known for her Vampire
Chronicles starting the inimitable
cocky vampire, the Brat Prince,
Lestat de Lioncourt. She also
writes about werewolves, ghosts,
and witches among other things.
Christopher Rice is best known for his debut
novel, The Snow Garden, written when he was just
twenty-one. It is the winner of the Lambda Literary
Award for Gay Men's Mystery. Arguably as prolific as his mother, the forty-year old already has
nineteen novels-many best sellers-to his name.
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Are you rude or infinitely patient?

As an author, you’re told you have to promote, go
to conferences, books signings, book fairs, etc. Having
attended a few is why I ask are you rude of infinitely
patient? If you don’t know, carry on a conversation
with someone hard of hearing. Don’t get the wrong
idea. I’m not slamming people with a hearing handicap.
I’m on the receiving end, not the giving. About twenty
years ago, thanks to a doctor who gave me a medication
in too strong a dosage for too long a time, I lost the majority of my hearing. Since, I’ve discovered people who
answer to both ends of that question. To some, I suddenly become invisible to a degree they not only cut
me out of a conversation, they turn their backs to me.
Are they embarrassed, thoughtless, or….? I really don’t
know, but I do know, there are more on the other side,
for which I’m grateful. I know it’s frustrating to have
to repeat what you say, two or three times. It’s frustrating to me to have to ask you to. I’m happy to say the
ratio of those willing to is far higher than those who
get irritated, rude, or back off when I move closer to
hear better. Honestly, I’ve had people back away to the
point I worried about BO more than did I invading
their space. On the opposite end are those like a clerk I
asked questions about my computer. He’d repeated the
information in parts for the third time before he asked,
“Are you having trouble understanding me or hearing
me?” I could have hugged him. He didn’t look at me as
if I were stupid. Furthermore, he didn’t start yelling at
me to embarrass me. Yelling, by the way, only makes it
worse. Yelling distorts the sounds I’m already having
trouble recognizing. I have about 25% speech recognition in one ear with none in the other. I supplement
that with lip reading which at its best is estimated to be
33%. Anything that distorts the sound or obscures your
mouth lessens my ability to catch enough to make
sense of what you’re saying, although admittedly there
are some people who don’t make any sense anyway.
Poor diction makes it nearly impossible. I became more
and more aware of how poorly people speak, enough to
make me wonder do they not teach pronunciation in
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the schools anymore. Slurring, running words together,
talking a mile a minute, and chewing gum take my
comprehension abilities down to about one word in
twenty.
As hard of hearing, I would like to pass these tips
along in talking to people ‘like us.’
Get our attention. This doesn’t mean walk up and
slap us on the back, punch us on the arm, or some people’s favorite, slap the fanny. Not only is it jarring to
the nerves, it’s irritating. A light touch on the arm or
shoulder is so appreciated. If you’re across the room,
waving wildly usually helps. Also, what works nicely
is to ask a hearing person near us to touch us lightly on
the arm and point in your direction.
Look at and talk in our direction. It isn’t necessary
to look us in the eye. I know that makes some people
uncomfortable. I wouldn’t look you in the eye anyway.
I’d be watching your mouth. Keep in mind if you’re
looking over your shoulder, to the side, or even at the
floor, not only is it difficult to see your lips, the sound
is going that direction.
Don’t cover your mouth. You’d be surprised how
many people do that when they’re talking. Are they
afraid they have spinach in their teeth?
Don’t shout. I’ve already explained why. Sometimes pitching your voice to another level helps, but
generally speaking normally, but often at a slower pace,
works the best.
Pronoun your words clearly. Self-explanatory.
Speak at a normal rate. By that I mean, just because someone tells you they’re hard of hearing, don’t
think talking in slow motion is going to help. I’ve
found slow motion is like shouting. It tends to distort.
I’mmmmm gooooing—etc. I have asked people to slow
down. It’s usually last about three words into a sentence before they’re back up to speed.
Don’t be irritated if they parrot back what you
said. I’m just making sure I heard you right before I
answer.
Be patient. That’s the most important thing and
enjoy some of the unexpected humor when you ask a
question. I’ve given some off the wall answers to what
I thought was said. I can always tell when I’ve heard
wrong by the ‘Huh?’ expressions I get. Those can be
pretty comical. Ah, yes, a sense of humor does help,
too.
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Are you an existing, new or upcoming entrepreneur? Do you
have business goals? This audiobook is an easy-to-listen-to, relaxed, and easy-to-understand work. It's a great book for helping you to expound on your vision and put it into action through 12 elaborated tips on what it takes to move forward.
This is an undeniable source of motivation, bursting with inspiration for the entrepreneurial mind, from the desk of an average member of society.

Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate? is jam-packed with success tips, famous
quotes, and profiles of iconic, successful leaders and mentors, plus a variety of main takeaways. Let's listen so we can move on to excellence, creating our own success stories!
This book will provoke you to rise to the challenge and overcome obstacles. It will lead
you to fight for your life and your dreams and point the way toward reaching the top at

“We all have a little entrepreneur inside of us. Wanting to leverage it is what gives
us an entrepreneurial spirit and an entrepreneurial mind. Actually doing it makes
one an entrepreneur.” ― K. Abernathy Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate
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